ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence employs computational techniques to benefit research various biologic phenomena, and also Artificial intelligence uses biologic comprehension and techniques help to solve distinctive engineering, management, control and calculative problems. Researchers in many scientific disciplines have initiated to enhance distinct Artificial intelligence throughout the last Decade. Within the Artificial intelligence scientific amphitheatre, investigators are developing artificial system that posses some of the basic attributes of life. In the last decades, Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques have deployed a set of effective and efficient methods to mitigate the Difficulties of solving complex problems since these problems become increasingly complex, better intelligent approaches are needed [5] . 2 These algorithms explore a given search space and return the best solution found. The entities in some artificial systems are virtual creatures that breed, learn, think, fight, collaborate, age, and die. Often, when making use of different Artificial intelligence researchers attempt to illustrate complicated system behavior that is derived from relatively simple rules. The first ideas of making the analogy with Darwin's theory of evolution and the basic principle of the "survival of the fittest" when creating artificial systems were initiated during the last four decades (genetic algorithms, differential evolution, evolutionary programming, and evolution strategies). Scientists in regions like engineering, management, or control are duplicating systems from biology when facing intricate problems.
The Development of Artificial Systems does not entail the complete imitation of nature behavior of whole system, but identify and explores the ideas also model it [1] . It is possible to describe individual insects as species capable of performing a different type of complex process and tasks. For example the collection and processing of nectar for food, which is commonly organized by insects [2, [3] [4] [5] [6] . Bird flocks. Fish schools and ant colonies are examples of this interesting behavior in nature. An important source of the swarm's search capability is the interactions between particles as they react to one another's findings analysis of inter-particle effects is inserted in this paper, which focuses on the trajectories of particles [7] . More formally in swarm intelligent systems, the collective behavior of simple agents who interact locally with other agents and their environment leads to a coupled functional pattern of activities. Researches on natural swarm intelligent systems led to some computational artificial intelligence models like Particle Swarm Optimization and bee colony optimization. Learning plays an important role in food searching for a wide range of insects and has been demonstrated to be essential flower foraging in taxa such as bees, parasitoid wasps, butterflies and moth. Butterflies showed a significantly higher learning rate than other insects [2, 8] .
In this paper optimization technique based on the butterfly is reported. The motivation towards the butterfly based swarm optimization is searching of food processing, intelligence and behavior. The searching process of butterflies basically concentrated on the food source that is nectar sources. The butterflies have the natural sensitivity to sense the nectar probability [2] . Butterfly develops an interactive intelligent system with high communication to find the optimal solutions [2] .
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO) TECHNIQUE
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [10] belongs to the category of Swarm Intelligence methods [9] . Particle swarm optimization (PSO), which was first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, is a famous population-based search algorithm [6, 7, 8and 9] . In PSO, each individual (particle) flies through the problem space with a velocity. The speed and direction of the velocity are adjusted based on the particle's previous best experience (self-cognitive) and the historical best experience in its neighborhood (social-influence). So, the particle has a tendency to fly towards a promising area in the search space. The Particle Swarm Optimization includes each individual flies in the entire search space with a particular velocity which is updated according to its self flying experience and its companions flying experience [11, 35] . [35] PSO stores a population of potential solutions to solve problems, like evolutionary algorithms. The random population initialized for particles in iterations of the algorithm, particles updates their position based on their self experiences and the experiences of neighbor's best position. The velocity vector of each particle is responsible to update the particle position (2) . The particles position in the next iteration updated by adding velocity and current position vector to it. Consider that we are searching in a d-dimensional search space. Let X i = (X i1 X i2 ... X id ) and V i = (V i1 V i2 ...V id ). Be i-th particle's position vector and velocity vector respectively. Velocity of each particle is adjusted according to equation (1) [10] [11] [12] [13] . 
Where, N-swarm size, i-iteration number, w-inertia weight, r l and r 2 -random numbers [0, 1], C l and C 2 -velocity coefficients which are positive constants [12] .
INTELLIGENT NETWORK OF BUTTERFLY BASED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (BF-PSO)
In this section butterfly, intelligent network is formed when the sensitivity of butterfly meet the probability of the nectar so in sensitive region minimum sensitivity of butterfly matches minimum probability of nectar. In this region, nodes are called into active state, while in outer region sensitivity of a butterfly is not able to detect the probability of nectar in this region; all nodes are called in the inactive state [2] . The active and inactive regions are separated by the boundary which is form when the minimum sensitivity of butterfly meets to the minimum probability of nectar. A network consists of N nodes having sourced of nectar. Each node is selected by their degree, when the node does not have nectar than the degree of a node is considered zero, and when there is the nectar source than according to sensing ability of butterfly connectivity will increase the degree (higher degree) of a node in the sensitive region because all the nodes outside the region will have a lower degree [2] . Depending of degree we can classify or arrange the nodes of better nectar source. The optimal solution in the sensitive region (probabilistic region) will depend on the degree of nodes. In the butterfly network node (flower) having more amounts of nectar will attract more and more butterflies by natural sensitivity [2, 27] hence; it will increase the degree of the node (flower) because of that node has higher probability of nectar. The butterflies exchange the information not only by dancing, but also they have natural intelligence for sensing nectar through color, insect, chemical, sound and physical action [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , so it develops better communication network compared to others [18] [19] [20] [21] . The formation of the "collective intelligence" in the butterfly network by these different types of communication systems between individual butterflies [24] . The current configuration of the butterfly network consisting N nodes at an instant, the states of butterfly regions are defined as [2] : 
THE SEARCH PROCESS BASED ON BUTTERFLY SWARM
In the search process, butterfly finds the optimal location depending upon the sensitivity of flower and probability of nectar, after finding the solution it communicates directly or directly from the others by different mean of communication intelligence. Dancing mechanism is not understood in bees, but it is considered that "the recruitment among bee is always a function of good-quality food, butterfly develops a good communication network by several parameters such as color, chemicals, sound, and physical actions, and it chooses the flower of maximum nectar probability [2, 18] randomly search the optimal solution and before terminating the respective flight (iteration) it finds next optimal solution. Hence loop continues and also
propagates with the time so in fewer time butterflies is able to choose several according to arrangement of degree of nodes, it selects search region decision making process butterfly interact with the substantially different sensory system [2, 30] . So in case of butterfly the search somewhat becomes sequ area hence it takes less time compared to others [ where it lays egg .Butterflies don't make nest like bees or wasps, usually they live on same food source until it finds a new food source number of flight (iteration) with improvement in fitness of respective objective function. improvement of butterfly PSO according to ingeniously and due to antenna on their mouth by which flowers attract butterfly more compare to others[ butterfly and surrounding atmosphere to provide best solution[1 the food, butterfly propagate in the direction of new nectar source or gets information fro others being nectar there so it does not recruits any nest mates like in BCO The flying decision is made on the basis of the particle's cognitive) cognitive) and the historical best experience in its n so the speed and velocity are adjusted according to the above condition [2 flying decision is made on the basis of sensitivity and probability direction and search space of best solution and according to this two is also adjusted in BF-PSO [2] , the selection operation is not performed in PSO [1 the evolutionary algorithm which difficulties with PSO are minimized in BFPSO; sensitivity approaches toward the best solution and probability of nectar follow the concept of survi methods. propagates with the time so in fewer time butterflies is able to choose several g to arrangement of degree of nodes, it selects gbest. During foraging process in new search region decision making process butterfly interact with the substantially different sensory ]. So in case of butterfly the search somewhat becomes sequential so it limits the area hence it takes less time compared to others [20, 21] . It search for nectar near the plant where it lays egg .Butterflies don't make nest like bees or wasps, usually they live on same food til it finds a new food source [18] . The stopping condition could be the maximum number of flight (iteration) with improvement in fitness of respective objective function.
according to ingeniously and due to antenna on their mouth by tterfly more compare to others [2, 19] there is very good relation of butterfly and surrounding atmosphere to provide best solution [19] . After butterfly relinquishes the food, butterfly propagate in the direction of new nectar source or gets information fro others being nectar there so it does not recruits any nest mates like in BCO [2, 19] .
3: BF-PSO search process representation [2] The flying decision is made on the basis of the particle's previous history (best experience (self cognitive) cognitive) and the historical best experience in its neighborhood (socialso the speed and velocity are adjusted according to the above condition [26] . In BF the basis of sensitivity and probability of nectar so it chooses the best direction and search space of best solution and according to this two-factor velocity and weight , the selection operation is not performed in PSO [13, which does not implement survival of the fittest one [13] . These two difficulties with PSO are minimized in BFPSO; sensitivity approaches toward the best solution and probability of nectar follow the concept of survival of the fittest like other evolutionary propagates with the time so in fewer time butterflies is able to choose several lbest than process in new search region decision making process butterfly interact with the substantially different sensory ential so it limits the ]. It search for nectar near the plant where it lays egg .Butterflies don't make nest like bees or wasps, usually they live on same food
The stopping condition could be the maximum number of flight (iteration) with improvement in fitness of respective objective function.
according to ingeniously and due to antenna on their mouth by ] there is very good relation of ]. After butterfly relinquishes the food, butterfly propagate in the direction of new nectar source or gets information from previous history (best experience (self--influence)); ]. In BF-PSO the of nectar so it chooses the best factor velocity and weight 14]. PSO is ]. These two difficulties with PSO are minimized in BFPSO; sensitivity approaches toward the best solution val of the fittest like other evolutionary Hence PSO has more chances to "fly" into the better solution areas more quickly when the "conscience" provides helpful information [11] . While in BF-PSO having same no. of chances we get better solution in optimal reason based on the information provided by the sensitivity and probability of nectar. PSO has a good convergence compared to other evolutionary algorithm but it has a problem of fine tuning while in BF-PSO we get quick convergence with fine tuning [12, 15] . In PSO, the swarm is limited by the Vmax, while in BF-PSO the swarm is controlled by sensitivity and nectar probability [13] , with the development of intelligent network search performance has increased [19] .
BF-PSO TECHNIQUE
Butterfly PSO algorithm is basically based on nectar probability factor and intelligent communication system [2] . BF-PSO consists of intelligence behavior of the butterfly to find out the nectar in maximum quantity. The butterfly particle swarm optimization leaning algorithm (BF-PSO) is applied to develop the concept of optimal solutions not only considering the random parameters and acceleration parameter but considering the effect of additional parameter's probability and sensitivity for fast convergence and more accurate optimal solution than simple PSO. In PSO learning process, each particle contains the related position and velocity value, which are regulated by the two best values pbest and gbest, respectively. The selected gbest is the overall best value achieved from all particles. In the PSO learning cycle, the new velocity for each particle is computed based on equation (1).
While in BF-PSO, lbest can be considered as the individual particle's best solution, which has been obtained additional sensitivity and probability with position and velocity value so far. The detail concept of BF-PSO is discussed as follows.
By taking the effect of sensitivity and nectar probability we have modified the standard PSO with some necessary variation in optimization parameters. The sensitivity is more nearer to the nectar source, and the minimum sensitivity is required to search the next nectar sources, so the range of the sensitivity from 0.3 to 1.0.
Hence the function of sensitivity is given as:
Where, Maxit = maximum number of iterations, and iter = current iteration.
The probability of nectar amount is the important factor at particular nectar source. The probability range considered from 0.1 to 0.99.
The probability function is given as:
Where F lbest =Fitness of local best solutions, F gbest = Fitness of global best solutions.
The attraction of the butterfly depends upon the probability of nectar and it forms the boundary of intelligent network [23] . The value of nectar probability is required to find out the optimal value of parameters in iterations. In stroke cycle the dynamics of force impulse acting on butterfly, during up-stroke and down-stroke thus air is accelerated. The force impulse received by the butterfly is therefore directed forwards and upwards [25, 26] . Based on the butterfly swarm characteristics for impulse force the acceleration coefficient is modifying as [26] . The position of a food sources represent a probable solution for optimization problems, and the amount of nectar of food sources represents the corresponding fitness for particular solution [20] . For the traditional PSO systems, the location intelligence which delivers the optimum value of the evaluation function is shared with another particle in the swarm. On the other hand, there is the case, where the finest information in a limited population. Such information is called as local best location information, lbest through an intelligent network structure we can obtain the local best information from any population.
Specifically, the population corresponds to the intelligent network structure can be expressed as butterfly network swarm, connection and behavior relation. This type of the intelligent network structure influences the performance of searching ability [19] .
Where K 1 <K 2 and typically K 1 /K 2 =0.9, A2=0.9.A1 (9) From the concept of basic PSO C 1 +C 2 =4 (10)
Cognitive parameter
Constriction factor
Inertia weight range 0.8 to 1.2
Then modified equation is given as
Where α i is time varying probability coefficient, The butterfly swarm algorithm simulates the movement and search behavior search space progressing towards an optimal solution for butterfly algorithm are given as:
1. Set the iteration number (iter) to zero, and randomly initialize butterfly swarm with in a search space. 2. Set the parameters of algorithm including velocity, weight, self and social cognitive according to equations 12.
3. Evaluate the fitness for each particle. 4. Compare the personal best of each particle and global best in the whole butterfly swarm. 5. Set the iteration number t to 1, and randomly initialize butterfly swarm with in a search space.
International
4: Flow chart for butterfly Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm rithm simulates the movement and search behavior of particles in a search space progressing towards an optimal solution for multidimensional problems e given as:
1. Set the iteration number (iter) to zero, and randomly initialize butterfly swarm with in a 2. Set the parameters of algorithm including velocity, weight, self and social cognitive fitness for each particle. 4. Compare the personal best of each particle and global best in the whole butterfly swarm. 5. Set the iteration number t to 1, and randomly initialize butterfly swarm with in a search space. Compare the personal best of each particle and global best in the whole butterfly swarm. 5. Set the iteration number t to 1, and randomly initialize butterfly swarm with in a search space. 6 . Change the velocity vector by updating the self and social cognitive and inertia weight according to equations 15, 16 and 19 respectively. 7. Move butterfly swarm in to suitable direction according to sensitivity and probability of solution according to equations 5 and 6. 8. Now based on above two factor update equation number 1. 9. Move butterfly swarm to its new position, according to equation number 2. 10. Now check for the sensitivity and probability limit according to equation 3 and 4. 11. Go for optimal point where sensitivity of butterfly meets probability of nectar with higher degree hence updating the fitness of objective function. 12. Now, compare the local best of all particles and find global best to the position of particle with the best search performance in all the butterfly swarm based on equations 20 and 21. 13. Let: iter = iter +1 14. Go to step 5 and repeat until one or more feasible solution comes. 15. After finding feasible solution, algorithm terminates.
IMPLIMENTED FUNCTIONS AND RESULTS
The BF-PSO applied on the standard benchmark functions to validate the proposed algorithm several well known functions have been chosen. The test functions are very complex so difficult to optimize the because of possibility of local minima and hence premature convergence. The selected functions have been widely studied by PSO researchers [2, 34] . All the evaluations for validation of proposed methodology were carried out with MATLAB coding, and minimization of all the objective function was attained with an INTEL(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU, 2.93 GHz, 2.0 GB RAM, with windows7 ultimate (64-bit) operating system. The all numerical results, graph and shows that the BF-PSO produce better solution than the standard PSO. The proposed algorithm gives better optima in all the benchmark functions. Table-1 shows the parameter for the selected function. The inertia weight and acceleration coefficient will vary according to equation given in section 5.
Convergence rate for test functions using PSO and BF-PSO techniques are represented by figures given in this section. Table- By observing table concludes that in BF-PSO we get best values with in minimum no. of iteration hence there is higher convergence rate in the BF-PSO. However the mean value of BF-PSO is somewhat higher compared to PSO, so diversity also increases but have better accuracy as in sphere function the best value in both the case is 0.0, but in proposed case 20 trials we get 0 in PSO only for one time, while in BF-PSO we get 0 seven times so BF-PSO consist of high accuracy with higher convergence rate.
The obtained results by BF-PSO are compared to the results obtained by other method [14, [17] [18] [19] [20] 33] . Result shows that for benchmark functions the convergence of fitness with S-PSO take more iterations while in BF-PSO function converged fitness value in less iterations; hence the time taken in BF-PSO for optimal value is very less. Similarly for other functions improved performance of BF-PSO is found as compared with S-PSO as shown above.
CONCLUSIONS
Considering the effect of sensitivity of butterfly and probability of nectar in proposed algorithm, authors formed an intelligent communication network among the butterfly swarm. The search performance has been increased to a larger extant. BF-PSO shows good convergence rate and each time the algorithm provide same output, hence in BF-PSO results found with good accuracy as well good convergence. 
